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Editorial

We're baack! We never left. As Mark
Twain once said, "The article about my death was
a bit premature." After the last issue was released,
ECHOES received a blessed donation from an
outside supporter. Unfortunately, the party wishes
to remain anonymous; and ECHOES will honor
that wish.

This donation., however, only cures one of
the problems. The other problem remains: Not
enough articles submitted. This publication is NOT
the "{oiceof one man. Nor is it the voice of a single
group of men. It is the voice of the entire SVP
population. Four or fIle voices out of -'75 men are
NOT representative of the group. ECHOES must be
fed!

We are in dire need of legal news, and
news £rom each and every ward. It boggles the mind
to think, in the past two months, no staff member
has called one of us an S.O.B., idiot or whatever.
When it happens, WRITE IT DOWN!

There are articles in this issue, which
should generate a lot of thought. New lights should
be ignited; and more people should scream "Why
are the taxpayers having to waste $75,000,000.00 a
year to give 65 SVP' s ~e opportunity to sit in group
therapy two hours a week?" This cannot continue!

Prisoners United:

For the fIrSt time in the history of this
hosprison, the prisoners have formed a Prisoners
Union. The staff has gone predictably nuts.
Administration put the place on locked down status
on June 29. In an attempt to legalize this move,
they claimed someone lost a key.

People who have worked here since the
dawn of creation claim keys have been lost before,
yet the dump was never locked down for any length
of time. Also, if a key was missing, why was
everyone stripped down butt naked and then swept
with a metal detecting wand? A wand can pick up
metal objects through clothing. It will be interesting
to see how staff explains this tc a Judge.

All of this was done as a reaction to a
peaceful, nonviolent movement called by the
Union. The Union has asked the administration to
address the issues of: I) No "due process" afforded
inmates; 2) The right to practice religion without
burden or abridgement; 3) Too limited access to
the law library; which is also grossly inadequate;
4) Restriction of amounts and types of items
patients may receive in a package; 5) Sufficient job
availability; 6) megal searches and seizures of civil
inmates and their property without probable cause;
7) Illegal forced medication of civil commitments;
8) The right to free and peaceful assembly; and 9)
Prisoners have been denied the right to visit with
outside person for capricious and arbitrary reasons.
None of these items seem overly broad or
outrageous as all are based on Constitutional rights.
The Administration must come to terms with the
fact that over 35% of their population is now civil
(as compared to penal) and they have a two-tiered
structure on their hands. Until they decide to deal
with the Union on a fair and equal footing, Union
members will not participate in any activities
foisted upon them by staff members.
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Me Inick Shrinks Shrinks! By Richard Bishop

Todd Melnick (of Encino) is a specialist SYP defense
attorney. He represented me at my Probable Cause hearing
in Kern County last June.

Mr. Melnick came wen prepared with a five food high
stack of transcripts, depositions, rulings journals, ASH
charts, etc. His cross-examination of Diane Imrem and
William Knowlton was fantastic! By the way, neither of
these agreed with my request that their evaluations be
recorded, so I refused to speak to them.

Imrem was in gray slacks, mannish dress shirt, and dull
dark hair crying out for a hairdresser. Melnick fIred right
off with sharp, probing questions that exposed Imrem's
meager knowledge of the Static-99 rating scale and all
other statistical principles.

At one point Imrem protested, "Numbers just don't
stick in my brain". Melnick tried to explain base rate to
her several times; even the Judge coached her like a father
helping a child with her homework. But, time after time,
Imrem would respond, "I'm not a statistician."

Imrem did provide the court with a little comic relief
when she referred to Amy Phenix as "Dr. Penis."

The "bottom line": She used lots of other people's
work in my evaluation and little of her own---l \i2pages of
a 17 page document!

She is clearly incompetent in her evaluations. Her lack
of interest or ability to read and understand important
journal articles leads one to conclude she is generally
incompetent as a Ph.D.

William Knowlton was a hostile witness, surly or
flippant when responding; and would have been in
contempt if he had been addressing the court.

Knowlton stated that he doesn't like to use STATIC-99
but does so because A.S.H. requires it. He does not
believe STATIC 999 provides an accurate risk assessment.
He's right, of course, in the sense that the instrument has
not been validated for California SYP's. But the real
reason he doesn't like, apparently, is because it doesn't
provide "risk assessments" that are severe enough to
satisfy him He has authored more than one hundred

SVP evaluations, only two of them negative. If he
were to rely on STATIC-99, he might be compelled
to write too many negative evaluations, thus
blighting his vengeful spirit. "Risk Assessment" is
Knowlton's term for the work he does; he claims
he does not do predictions of behavior.

Knowlton gives the impression that he believes
he's right and anyone who disagrees with him is
wrong. He poses on a pedestal of professional
inerrancy. He dismissed as a self-serving lie my
avowal that I resolved, ten or more years ago, to
never reoffend.

The bottom line: Knowlton is a cranky zealot
who listens only to himself. He win never give a
person a fair evaluation. He is never wrong and he
never makes mistakes. But Melnick did force him
to strike two mistakes from my STATIC-99 score.
Knowlton is extremely biased-the most vicious
form of incompetence.

Both "expert" witnesses were impeached
numerous. times during Melnick's skillful
questioning. All during the hearing no evidence
was presented, not even in the written evaluations
that I suffer any impairment of volitional control.
But Judge Friedman, in a one-sentence ruling,
found probable cause.

What an Orwellian scenario! We have a law
that brands us with a hate inspiring label and
prescribes trial procedures giving prosecutors
effortless victories before rubber stamp courts.

And those who suffer under SVP onus, for the
most part, cannot afford top.-notch attorneys like
Todd Melnick; they must aC&pt the tepid mercies
or odious neglect of public defenders or court
appointed hacks. I now refuse to talk to this lying,
incompetent, crusade-minded, really weird
assortment of so-called professionals
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Dan Danfortb July 27, 2001

Larry Goddard June 2, 2001

Edward Samrady May 3,2001

Donald lMkett Jan. 23, 2001

Daniel Stansberry May 10,2000

Charles Roggen May 29, 2000

Now, Didn't You Just Know?
A classic study of sex offender treatment programs

done by Lisa Furby, Mark Weimott., and Lynn Blackshaw
published in 1989 in a Psychological Bulletin provided
that there is no evidence that treatment effectively reduces
recidivism.

... From Whores Of The Court: "Seeking a
greater good than justice is following a dangerous path".

Any inmate who does not like anything which is
written in his chart may we\rite to Robert S. Knapp, M.D.,
Medical Director and ask to have his rebuttal placed in
their chart.

verrver a year ago, the 21-year-old grandson of Senator
Richard Montjoy, the asshole who sponsored the SYP bill,
got popped for having sex with two teenyboppers. Does
anyone know what happened to little Mikey? It would be
interesting to [rod out

One day a year, Staff (in groups of 8 to 10) has to
attend "Take Down Classes." Take Downs are referred to
as "Smoking Them" by staff. Anyway, a long time
Psycho Tech named AI Marasse had his lung punctured
and two of his ribs broken! He'!lSuing (good for him); but
the question arises "What in hell are they training these
people to do to us'!???"

On a related note, have you noticed how the Gestapo
SS has adopted a "hands off" policy when a take down
occurs? They sort of stand around and direct traffIC. Do
you think prisoner Tom Pitts' criminal charges against SS
Hatfield, (aka Yogi) has anything to do with the new
approach?

New Warden Named

DMH recently named Melvin Hunter as the new
warden of ASH. Mr. Hunter is not a stranger to this dump,
having started his career here as a Psycho Tech.
Somewhere along the way, he obtained a law degree and a
Masters in Public A~istration. Only he can explain
why he elected to waste this education and accept this
assignment

In one respect, Mr. Hunter might prove to be an asset to
the 66oo's: When he studied law, he had to have read
Youngberg. Wyatt and Bell. If he remembers
these Federal cases, we should see rapid improvement in
our living conditions. Then again, we have to remember
this is the Sovereign Nation of California, which does not

have to answer to another country's laws.

His fellow workers who were here when he
started at ASH remember Melvin. They report he
was a "regular guy" until he started moving up in
Administration. They still insist, however, that he
was an equal-opportunity oppressor; he screwed
with staff just as much as he did with the general
population. But, let's not prejudge.. .

LUPRON VICTIMS NETWORK
There is a Lupron Victims Network at

http://Iupronvictim.com
It has several pages of Iupron stories and

includes the effects on both women and men;
endless and lifelong adverse effects. The Director
of the Network can be reached at (856) 568-2131

~b~ent C!I:omrabes
nlltmeriaJlltmeria

ECHOES asks everyone everywhere to pause
for a brief moment each day and remember,
with kindness, each of these, our Absent
Comrades:

Released from this oppressive prison by the
Compassion and Gn~~e of God.
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UNITY! . . .. . .. . . By Gary Albertson

Who are you? Who are we? I'll teU you: You and we
are the same, a group of individuals each trying in his own
way 10 overcome this terrible situation. For the last 5
years we have been doing what each one of us bas
believed is best for our individual selves. It bas not
worked, and we, you, are stiU here.

Our life here bas become mean and miserable; our
existence here is dour, hard, repressive, and dull. What
small pleasures we do have or are able 10 fmd are fleeting
and can be snatched away at any time by our captors. We,
each in our own way, tight each and every day 10maintain
our dignity, honor and self-respect. We're outnumbered
and overnm at every turn! I commend you for your efforts
over the last 5 years. You have each I>I1eof you, 10the best
of your ability, endeavored 10 overcome this existence.
But, it has not worked. We are still here. We are losing!

Our captors continuaUy take, take, take, and we look
at one another and ask, what I do" Or, what can you do?
Nothing any "one" of us bas done bas worked because as
individuals we have been fighting a collective whole
known as A.S.H. Each one of us bItSbeen alone fighting
agiUnst many! There is no hope in winning a fight bltSed
on one against many. So, what is the answer?

UNITE! UNIFY! UNITY!

THAT is the answer! That is my cry! It is time 10
become one collective, single voice! Giving up our own
selfish desires and working for the betterment of aU. Only
in unity can we overcome those who would overcome us.

We have made the flJ'Ststep with meetings on the yard.
We only had a turnout of about 1/3 of our population the
f\CStmeeting, about 12010 130 of us showed up and that
was enough 10frighten our caplorS! But it is not enough 10
win, we're still here. We need every one of us Iogether in
unity. The question is; how do we as a group of diverse
individuals achieve this illusive state of unity?

There are 3 very important things iliat are required:
One, organization (this is a step that we've already set in
motion); Two, the second is the most difficult of the three;
it is how we view one another and ourselves. It will be
what decides whether we achieve unity (or something less
than unity), whether We: succeed or fail. It is called
Brotherhood and requires iliat we put aside our
differences, get along with one another, and stand up for;
and with each other, and 1I\.ostof all focus our hate not on
ourselves but Iowards our enemy, our captors. This means
each one of you must trust and be trustworthy (stop
telling, lying, bullying, manipulating each other, stop the

racism; Etcetera. And be what you expect others 10
be). Be a brother! That's what brotherhood is all
about! Without brotherhood we will fail!!

The only thing best for anyone of us is what is
best for all of us! This is why ththeyhave been able
10 smile in our faces, because they've been a

cohesive whole and each of us the
individual It is now time for
iliat 10 end! Let each one of

them that face us face us as a
brotherhood in unity.

Only in a united brotherhood can
we find the strength 10 overcome those

who could overcome us! When they take something
they're taking ftom us all! When they do happen 10
give something, they give only 10 divide and keep
us separate; dividing us into individuals pitted one
against the other. Remember the old saying;
"'Together we stand, Divided we fall."

The Third step is self-sacrifice, to truly become
a brotherhood we must be ready 10 give up some
pleasures or some smaU personal happiness that our
captors have allowed us 10hold onto (for now).

Tell me, what do you now have that is more dear
to your than your ftecdom" The ability 10go to the
yard, canteen. or maybe a job" Is that what you are
willing to sell your ftee~m for? Not only your
freedom, but our freedom too! So does it mean
more than your freedom, my freedom, !.hefreedom
of every one of us, 10have your little comforts, or
job, or whatever it is you are holding on Io? Does
anything here compare to being free?

Remembering the freedom we enjoyed before
we were incarcerated, before we were labeled SVP
and put in !.his gruesome cage called a hospital
keeping that memory in the front of our minds, we
must unify and fight our oppressors on a united
front as a brotherhood, from a position of strength
of numbers, like-minded in purpose and resolve,
not as single individuals.

..
This is something you already know, it is also

something that needs 10 be said and in the saying
something that will be heard; and in the hearing
something that must be done!!!

Fint In a Series of Coming Articles!
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ON SNITCHING
By Jerry Johannes

The administration and staff at ASH, both verbally and
in writing, have trequently said that ASH is different.trom
prison and that it is therefore not only O.~., but also It lS a
good thing, to tell staff when other patlents are causmg
problems. The clear implication is always that the taboo
against telling is some sort of anti-social behavior pattern
that exists only in the prison subculture.

I was raised in a largo, but very law-abiding family, but
my parents actively discOuraged their children trom telling
on each other. In school, children who snitched to the
teachers were called "tattle-tales." The expression, "telling
tales out of school" comes trom the schoolyard, not the
prison yard .

Much of my moral education comes trom the Blble.
There are a number of snitches in both the Old and New
Testaments, and none of them come off looking very well.
The most despicable character in the whole Bible is a man
whose name has become syoonymous with betrayal. He
went to the authorities and informed on his mend

The fact is that the taboo against snitching is not
restricted to the prison inmate subculture, but is pervasive
throughoutsociety and throughout history. To go outside
one's group, and tell tales about members of~t group~ l5
everywhere considered to be dishonorable. It IS SD1SD1~lIng

that is the anti-social behavior pattern, not keepmg silent
and dealing with the problems within the gmup. So why
is ASH and its staff promoting anti-social behaVlor?

The American Psychiatric Association has called SVP
laws a "misuse of psychiatry." It has stat.c:dthat SVP laws
opecate "without regard to scientific and clinical
knowledge" and they "threaten to undermine the
legitimacy of the medical model of commitment." The
APA has caned on psychiatry to "vigorously oppose these
statutes, in order to preserve the moral authority of the
profession. .." The APA is the governing body of the
p~..ychiatric profession, but obviously the staff and
administration at AS H are not too concerned about
"misusing psychiatry," or about cooperating without
"regard to scientific or clinical knowledge," or about the
"moral authority of the profession."

Small wonder that such people, operating outside the
boundaries of their own profession, have little regard f~
honor, group solidarity, or ethics. They are

outlaws m

their own profession, anti.social personahues Wlth a
degree. Is it any surprise that such people would advocate
anti-social behavior in others"
------- --- ---- -------

Check THIS Out...
COC recently released SVP screening statistics by
month and year form 1996 through the first four
mooths of 2000. Since they only covered the first fOw'
months of 2000, we will only look at the flfSt four
months of each of the years.

For the flfSt four months of 1996, CDC released 1,528
prisoners subject to PC 290. Of those, the DMH
found 79 to be SVP's. For 1997, there were 2244 PC
290's released, and DMH foWtd 58 of them to be
SVP's. In 1998, the figures were 2,747 PC 290's, and
56 were SVP's. In 1999, the COC released 2,929 to
PC 290, and DMH found 33 of these to be SVP's. But
look what happened in 2000 when the COC released
1,640: the DMH found only ONE to be an SVP!

Take a piece of paper and write those numbers down.
Ask yourself if DMH was evaluating people the s~
way in 1996 as they were in 2ooo? Do you thi~
overcrowding might have something to do Wlth thIS
tremendousdifference?Alert your lawyer.

litiS
From the New York Times, in an article

discussing sex registration laws comes a quote
trom Hunter HUlSt e'e've got aU these ugly laws
we passed when we were in a bad mood, and this is
one of them. "

Have you noticed it is the very inmates who
always demand respect who are the least likely to
respect others" Guess they think it is a one-way
street.

Not As Good As TbeJ Think .,
Forensic experts appraise the potential for

violent behavior. Their opinions may influence
decisions involving criminal sentencing or
involuntary commitment. Studies on the prediction
of violence are consistent: Clinicians are wrong at
least twice as often as they are COITecI.(The Expert
WitnesS In Psychology and Psychiatry, July 1988,
pp.241).
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Lf3TTORS
I am a local person and I have gotten a copy of your
newsletter from a friend of mine who works at ASH. All I
can say is "RIGHT ON!" It's about time someone told the
troth about that hospital. My friend tells me that it is a
real hellhole and she pretty much confirms what you say
about the psych-techs and nurses. They an? a-bunch of
ignorant and egotisttcaJ morons. The doctors and the rest
are even worse, accotding to her.

The main thing is,.you are fighting for your rights in a
very oppressive envU'onment. The law is clearly unjust
and then they throw the SVP's in a mental hospital. This
is double jeopardy and one of the biggest injustices in our
country in the last few decades. There are many of us in
society who are pulling for you. When you fight for your
rights, you are fighting for the rights of everyone. Keep
the faith. Keep exposing the ugly truths that they want to
hide. I look forward to your newsletter, but my friend tells
me it is usually difficult to find, as the hospital has
apparently banned it &om circulation and threatened the
employees with punitive action if they are found in
possession of it Best regards: Tom Goleanor, Paso Robles

]hank you so much for providing me with your
newsletter. Keep up the good world Sincerely,
Dr. John Podboy, Ph.D., Clinical Pyychologist

Torture is carried out to gather information and public
humiliation to deter further crimes. The fact that innocent
men have confessed or plea-bargained) to escape further
pain, has never stopped torture. Nor has the execution of
criminalsever stoppedcrime.Few centuriescan claim a
more hellish achievement that Auschwitz.

Today, in psychiatric hospitals, political dissidents are
tortured with destructive drugs designed not only to break
down resistance but also to subvert personality.

How for into repression and croelty can a state or
society descend before the means no longer justify the
end? This is a question as old as Political Theory. [Let a
prisoner go willingly or unwillingly to jail, he is beaten
down justthe same] ... ... ... ... obobert D. Lefort

rn

FROM PSYCHOLOGY TODAY
May-June 2000 Issue

"It is no smprise that in the Psychological
Literature over the last 30 years, there have been
54,040 abstracts containing the keyword
"depression", 41,416 naming "anxiety", but only
415 mentioning "joy".

Birds Again Losing Homes!
The administrators of ASH have again instituted

a policy of destroying the nests of endangered
birds. All residents at ASH are encouraged to write
to The u.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2233 Watt
Ave., 1#375, Sacramento, CA. 95825; and file a
complaint about the policy of harassment and
molestation of a protected migratory bird on the
grounds of a state institution

ASH is a public funded agency and must
comply with wildlife protection laws. Our captors
should not be permitted to kill the nestlings or
destroy the nests or eggs.

GOODBYE!

Staff are taking early retirement, going to NOC
shift or getting other jobs. They are so short staffed
that they are considering P.T. Aides... Yeah, they
dun~t neCttany !!censes at all. Are Janitors next?
Hell, Britney Craig (Dance Therapist) teaches the
Phase II classes.

News Fro. Wash1ng~on S~a~e:

U.S. District Court Judge Wm.Dwyer did not do
what residents of the Special Commitment Center
had long awaited. No sanctions were paid, nor were
plaintiffs in the Turay Injunction released. Judge
Dwyer, in a strongly worded Order both chastised
Washington State, and, stated that if the State will
build an L.R.A. facility on McNeil Island, (funded
and in planning) and find a way to operate such a
facility, of any size, on the mainland, he may
declare the SCC and civil SVP law constitutional.
Next hearing will be In February 2002. All prior
attempts at an LRA facility on the mainland have
met with strong public opposition but this latest
Order may change public opinion. There are
several strong cases in the Courts fighting the law
and alleged treatment program. The State Patrol
rcrcntly escorted one Forensic Therapist ocr the
island due to extremely deviant and predatory
sexual advances to female staff of the S.c.c. .



Yard Watch By Glen Green

During June, the main yard was closed 30% of the
time; and was only open all day 10 times. This 30% is also
the average time the yard was closed for the first half of
2001. For the month of July, the yard was only open a
total of 76 hours. It was closed 316 of the available hours.

Heanlell TbMks

Beginning with this issue, the copy for ECHOES will
be set by our good friend Sam Donaghe; an SVP lifer in
Washington's alleged program on McNeil Island Sam is
an ASH Alumnus (Class of 76) and is well aware of
conditions at ASH. He reports they were bad in 1976 too.

There is no way to properly express enough thanks for
Sam's efforts. ECHOES would not exist if not for his
efforts, and those of his friend (and now ours) Dave
Nelson. Here's a guy who doesn't even know us and is
willing to help! LATE INFORMATION: Dave was
initially going to be involved, but the State in a rare
situation, dropped Dave's SVP Petition after' 9 months
and Dave left on August 15 for parts unknown!!! '

ECHOES also deeply thanks prisoner Terry Myers.
and our "Outside Angel" for th~;r kind donations
which made this issue possible. '

ECHOESOF THE 6ULA6 is published periodically at
ASH, P.O. Box 7001, Ward .30. Articles and
comments are not only welcomed but also
needed! It is your voice! All articles and
comments should be addressed to the Publisher
without any reference to ECHOES. The
Publisher does not attest to the veracity of any
published article.

Don Plyler, Editor Emeritus
Tim P. McClanahan

Publisher
Lawrence Halbert, Copy Editor

Graphic Design-Typesetting-Courtesy of
Sam Donaghe c.c.c.c. cNcNeil Island, WA.

CALIFORNIA STATE's
SVPA FORCES

EXECUTIVE ORDER - No. 660
aLl am an American, under siege by the forces
of the evil mental health empire, which
guards SVP's ,and our hosprison way of life .I
am prepared to give all my existing time and
effort in combating unjust civil laws and
their defense.
(II) I will never surrender my belief in the truta

nor my free will. If in the lead, I will
never surrender the names of my comrades
while they have the means to resist
the unconstitutional enemy of the people.
(III) Iff am captured for no other reason than

to make me an example, I will continue to
legally resist by all means available. I will
make every effort to expose, mobilize and slip
away from evil psychic-psychiatrist's interviews
and unconstitutional laws, and aid others to do
the same. I will neither ask nor accept special
favors nor preferential treatment from the
pill pushing psychiatry community.
(IV) I have become a prisoner of war in thi~

civilbattle for freedom. I will keep faith with the
honest citizens of this country helping in this
fight, and my fellow prisoners struggling under
the corrupt system, which binds us all here.
I will give no information to dope
dealing psychiatrists or take part in any of
their phony phase groups, (I, II, or Ill) which
are mentally and physically harmful to
SVP's becoming normal citizens.
(V) When questioned, as a civil prisoner of war.

I am required to give delusional-psychiatrists '
my name, hospital's AT. or CDC number, and

date of birth. I will evade answering this
State's hired prostitutes inquiries because
of their self-serving opinions and testimonies

in court or any other sneaky questions they
may have to the utmost of my ability. I will

make no oral or written statements disloyal
to the truth or my cause and its comrades in
arms or harmful in their cause.
(V) I will never forget that I am an

American citizen, fighting for the civil rights
and freedom for the SVP's and all who come
after me. I will bring to bear those authoriti~$
responsible for false statements and unlawful acl$
I am dedicated to the laws and principles wi., d\
made my country free.

ITl



With No HelD From ASH...

Ghilotti Wins His §6608 Hearing!
Patrick Gbilotti won his §6608 hearing in Marin County last month. The Judge ordered

CONWRECK to work out conditions of supervision with Mr.Gbilotti by August 20, and ordered the
hosprison to release him on the 22nt of August. Having completed all of the five phases of so-called
treatment and suffering two years ofLupron shots, Gbilotti was good to go.

A week before the final hearing, the Nabobs of the prison held a staffing where it was decided
to push for a §6607 release ( instead of i1§6608) so that ASH would be able to later claim it was
responsible for.Ghilotti's release. When this proposal hit Sacramento, the word came down to scuttle
that idea. The "official" policy ofDMH was Gbilotti was not safe to be released "at this time."

The Judge saw this political sham for what it was. So he personally asked Drs. Paladino and
Seastrunck "If you did not work for the hospital, what would your professional opinion be?" Both
admitted Ghilotti posed little risk to reoffend at this time. So, once again, these idiots have shot
themselves in the foot. Ghilotti got out on his own. By proving to the court he was no longer so
dangerous he could not be released on controlled supervision. The hosprison cannot claim, "We got him
out" Or "We let me go." He got himself out and the Judge let him go.

The D.A. brought four of Gbilotti's victims to the hearing in an attempt to sway the decision.
The Judge patiently explained to each victim that either Mr. Gbilotti went out now under supervision,
or he goes out in December with no strings attached. He simply no longer fit the criteria of the law.

Therapeutic Rules
Recently, Staff handed out some sort of silly flyer to

various inmates...not everyone got one; but ECHOES will
gladly explain the import of the information contained
therein.

The title of the item started out "Therapeutic Ruies-
Working With Staff..." The very fIrStjack out of the box
was a headline reading "Atascadero State Hospital Is
Different From Prison" and you must admit (so far) they
are telling the truth. Prison is so much better than ASH!
Within the explanation of the headline was that, at ASH,"
staff and patients work together." WRONG! Staff work
eight hours and go home. We stay here 2417. And, as we
all know, none of them "work" Unless work can include
sitting around reading papers, books and magazines or
doing crossword puzzles.

A couple of paragraphs further down, another headline
blatantly states "Staff-Patient Relationships are One-Way
Relationships." What an obvious contradiction! All
relationships are two-way.

It is impossible to have a one-way relationship... unless
you're talking to yourself! There is no question that staff
is one way. (in prison jargon).

Then there is a section on what is not O.K: Touching
Staff (yet they can touch you all they want); Ask staff
personal questions (yet they ask

w

you personal questions all the time and the answers
are none of their business); Commenting on staff's
appearance (that's hard to follow. When you see
staff, the first thing you notice is their mothers have
stopped dressing them, or they are dressing in a
closet with the door closed and the light out).
Although there are a ve,)' few ;>harpdressers in the
lot, most staff members come to work advertising
the bargain they got from the thrift shop. And some
of these "ladies" wear jeans so tight you can tell
they have 38 cents in their back pocket! But of
course, we are not supposed to notice anything
listed above... highly inappropriate.

Another of the "Not O.K." items is expecting
staff to keep your secrets. If you ever held that
expectation, you have found a home. You defmitely
belong here! Another "no-no" is doing special
favors for staff. Now there is a point that will
backfire on them. If that's the way they feel, let
them clean up the shower areas. Let them handle
the laundry. Let them serve during Meals on
Wheels, and all the other chores a few legmen love
to do for "their" staff.

This drivel ends with the admonishment
"Appropriate interactions with staff will maximize
your treatment here at our hospital." You bet! It
will maximize the amount of time you get to
receive their treatment at their hospital. So get
crackin' tarttart all that appropriate interaction with
staff. Just define the word "appropriate" by YOUR
standards, not theirs. '.


